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Abstract. An asymmetric 2+1 pass stereo matching algorithm is pro-
posed for generating a depth map from the input of two real stereo im-
ages. In the first pass, the Canny edge detector is used to acquire edge
images from the inputs. Component images are then generated from the
edge images. The edges of each component in the left component im-
age are cut to obtain asymmetric left and right component images. The
concept of a disparity-space image �DSI� by components is introduced
and dynamic programming �DP� techniques are applied to match the
asymmetric left and right component images. In the second pass, the
previous DSI is modified, applying the DP methods to acquire the
matched pixel pairs of the matched component pairs, and to generate
ground control pairs �GCPs�. In the final pass, these GCPs are incorpo-
rated into the DP algorithms to determine the optimal path and acquire
the depth image. The results show that the proposed approach produces
reliable and efficient matching and preserves the shapes of objects ef-
fectively for real stereo images. The proposed algorithm makes contours
clearer than other conventional methods for real stereo images. © 2006
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2205182�

Subject terms: Three-dimensional computer vision; image-based rendering;
shape from stereo; stereo matching.
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1 Introduction
Stereo matching is one of the most important aspects of
computer vision. Recently, stereo matching has been inten-
sively studied.1–21A typical stereo matching problem is cal-
culating a depth map from a stereo pair. Dense output, for
use in applications such as view synthesis, image-based
rendering, and so on is an essential requirement.

Scharstein and Szeliski17 compiled a good taxonomy of
stereo matching algorithms. Although previous studies have
provided many techniques for stereo matching, there are
still numerous problems that have not yet been explored,
especially for real stereo images. Therefore, in this paper,
an asymmetric 2+1 pass stereo matching algorithm is pre-
sented to acquire a depth map from two real stereo images.
Previous algorithms used ground control pairs1 �GCPs�,
which are the trusted matched pixel pairs between stereo
images, to guide the process of dynamic programming �DP�
techniques. A new algorithm to generate these GCPs is pre-
sented here. Using these GCPs, the accuracy of the gener-
ated depth image is greatly improved. The results show that
the proposed algorithm produces reliable and efficient
matching and effectively preserves the shapes of objects.
This approach also makes contours clearer than other tradi-
tional methods.

Figure 1 shows the diagram of the proposed algorithm.
First, edge images from the inputs are obtained by using the
Canny edge detector.22 A component is a set of connected
pixels. The connection between two pixels ps and pe is
defined as if they are neighbors or there is a path ps �p1�,
0091-3286/2006/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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2 , . . . , pi , pi+1 , . . . , pn−1 , pe �pn� in which each two adjacent
ixels pi and pi+1 are neighbors. A component image con-
ains several components. Then, we use the edge images to
enerate component images. Third, we cut the edges in the
eft component image to obtain asymmetric left and right
omponent images. Fourth, the concept of a disparity-space
mage1,6,11,20 �DSI� by components is introduced, and the
P techniques are applied to match the asymmetric left and

ight component images. After that, the previous DSI would
e modified, applying the DP methods to acquire the
atched pixel pairs of the matched component pairs, and to

enerate GCPs. Finally, these GCPs are incorporated into
he DP algorithms to determine the optimal path and ac-
uire the depth image.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
riefly discusses related works. Section 3 presents the pro-
osed algorithm. Section 4 shows results. Analysis and dis-
ussion are given in Sec. 5 and conclusions are presented in
ec. 6.

Related Works
tereo algorithms generally perform subsets of the follow-

ng four steps17: matching cost computation �step 1�, cost
ggregation �step 2�, disparity computation/optimization
step 3�, and disparity refinement �step 4�. Stereo matching
lgorithms can be roughly divided into local approaches
nd global methods according to the steps performed. One
lass of global optimization algorithms are those based on
he DP algorithms. This approach computes the minimum
ost path in DSI.

15
Ohta and Kanade proposed a stereo matching algo-
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rithm using the DP technique. Their approach computes an
optimal solution in a 3-D search space. However, this ap-
proach yields only a sparse representation in terms of
edges. Cox et al.3 presented a maximum likelihood algo-
rithm to overcome occlusion problems. This approach,
however, requires more steps to iteratively compel smooth-
ness constraints between epipolar lines. Bobick and Intille’s
approach1 attempts to solve the stereo matching problem by
using GCPs, since sensitivity to the occlusion cost can then
be illuminated. There is, however, the problem with order
constraint violations. Zitnick and Kanade20 presented an al-
gorithm for stereo matching and occlusion detection; they
used global constraints to find a dense depth map. How-
ever, two assumptions, uniqueness and continuity, are nec-
essary to produce disparity maps. Gong and Yang6 pro-
posed an approach for solving stereo matching problems by
introducing the strong and weak consistency constraints;
however, the computation cost of matching is high. Torr
and Criminisi19 improved on the dynamic programming ap-
proach for dense stereo. They introduced pivoting to
modify the cost function of the DP techniques. But, it re-
quires a unified dynamic programming/statistical frame-
work.

When dealing with large-disparity stereo images, the
generated depth image usually has incorrect depth estima-
tions in some regions. The global methods work better for
such stereo images than do the local methods. However,
after analyzing results generated by the programs of
Scharstein and Szeliski,17,21 most of these global algorithms
are not reliable for real stereo images. Due to the effect of

Fig. 1 Diagram of the proposed algorithm.
global optimization, regions of different disparities are not o
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learly separated in the generated depth map. Figure 2�a�
hows a real stereo input pair “Church,” Fig. 2�b� shows a
epth map generated using a global method with param-
ters set as DPm1o20s0020,17,21 and Fig. 2�c� shows a
epth map generated using a local approach with
arameters17,21 set as SAD09. Also, for Fig. 2, the maxi-
um disparity was set at 60.
Therefore, this paper presents an asymmetric 2+1 pass

tereo matching algorithm to acquire a depth map from two
eal stereo images. The most important data structure used
n the proposed algorithm is DSI; it is assumed that a pair
f rectified images is given as input.17 Thus, in DSI, pixels
n the left image shift horizontally to the right image. The
SI of row r is a 2-D array where the value of element
SI�i��j� represents the matching value of pixel p at coor-
inates �r , j� in the left image and pixel q at coordinates
r , j− i� in the right image. In practice, the value of similar-
ty can be the absolute intensity difference, the correlation
alue of two pixels, and so on. The DSI illustrates all pos-
ible matching combinations of pixels in both the left and
ight image rows. To determine a correct combination, an
ptimal path on the DSI must be found that can be done
ith the DP method. A single pixel in the optimal path in

he DSI has only three directions: horizontally right, which
ndicates a matching; diagonally down, which means occlu-
ion in the left image; and vertically up, which is occlusion
n the right image.1 The optimal path can be found with
hese three restricted directions using the DP approach.

hen the optimal path is found, the disparities of pixels in

ig. 2 �a� Real stereo input pair “Church,” �b� a depth map gener-
ted by a global method with parameters set17,21 as
Pm1o20s0020, and �c� a depth map generated by a local ap-
roach with parameters set17,21 as SAD09; the maximum disparity
as set at 60.
ne row are known, and then the depths can be determined.
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3 Proposed Algorithm

An asymmetric 2�1 pass stereo matching algorithm called
A21PASM is presented here to generate the depth map
from the two given real stereo images.

The input to algorithm A21PASM is two real stereo im-
ages, the output is the depth map, and the steps of the
proposed algorithm are as follows:

1. Compute edge images from the inputs by applying
the Canny edge detector.

2. Generate component images from the edge im-
ages.

3. Obtain asymmetric left and right component im-
ages by using procedure ComponentCut to cut the
edges of each component in the left component
image.

4. Match the components between the asymmetric
left and right component images by introducing
the concept of DSI by the components and apply-
ing DP techniques to find the optimal path of the
DSI.

5. Modify the previous DSI, use the DP approaches
to acquire the matched pixel pairs between the
matched component pairs, and generate the GCPs.

6. Incorporate the GCPs into the DSI, use the DP
algorithms to obtain the optimal path, and acquire
the depth image.

The pseudo-code of procedure ComponentCut is as fol-
lows:

ComponentCut � Component c, Threshold t�

�

for each pixel p on c

�

d�8�← differences based on edge
directions between p and its eight
neighbor pixels �measured in angle
between 0° to 360°�

d_max←max�d�8��

if d_max� = t then cut this pixel from
c

�

�

The edge direction of pixel p is computed using the
Sobel filter. It is defined by

DirSobel�p� = arctan �Gv

Gh
� , �1�

where Gv and Gh are the vertical and horizontal gradients,
respectively, which are computed via convolution of p with

Sobel filter kernels Cv and Ch defined by i
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nd

h = 	− 1 − 2 − 1

0 0 0

1 2 1

 ,

espectively.
The matching value of pixel p in the left component

mage and pixel q in the right component image is com-
uted using the modified normalized cross-correlation with
5�5 window defined by

atchingValue�p,q�

=

�
pi�Ap,qj�Aq

��Ipi
− Īp� * �Iqj

− Īq��

� �
pi�Ap

�Ipi
− Īp�2 * �

qj�Aq

�Iqj
− Īq�21/2 , �2�

here Ap is a 5�5 window with center p, and Aq is a 5
5 window with center q; Ipi

and Iqj
are the corresponding

ixel intensities of pixels pi and qj in the two windows Ap

nd Aq, respectively; and Īp and Īq are the average pixel
ntensities in the two windows Ap and Aq, respectively.

In the first step, the Canny edge detector is used to ob-
ain edge images from the inputs. In the second step, com-
onent images are generated from the edge images. To gen-
rate component images from edge images, first an edge
ixel is randomly selected as a component, namely, A. Then
new pixel is gradually added to component A if it is

djacent to a pixel in component A. A component is gener-
ted when no pixel can be added. The process is repeated
ntil all edge pixels are visited.

Due to the natural difference of the left and right images,
he detected edges in both edge images may not be consis-
ent. As a result, the connected components in the two com-
onent images may not have a one-to-one relation. Usually,
everal components in the left component image are
atched to one component in the right component image,

nd vice versa. Therefore, in the third step, to avoid this,
he edges of each component in the left component image
re cut by using procedure ComponentCut. Note that in the
xperiments, threshold t was set at 45 deg. In this step,
symmetric left and right component images are obtained.
he relation of components in the asymmetric left and right
omponent images is restricted to be many-to-one from the
eft to the right. Figure 3�a� shows real stereo input images
Church,” Fig. 3�b� show component images, and Fig. 3�c�
hows asymmetric component images. In Fig. 3�b�, each
olor indicates one component. Matched components are
hown in the same color in the left and right component
mages. Note that the Z-shaped component �pink red� in the
eft component image is matched to the 7-shaped compo-
ent �pink red� in the right component image. Such match-
ng is not desirable. In Fig. 3�c�, after cutting the compo-
ents in the left component image, the Z-shaped component

s divided into the 7-shape component �light purple� and the
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–shaped component �dark purple�. Thus, this matching can
be regarded as successful �7-shape �light purple� to 7-shape
�light purple�, –shaped �dark purple� to –shaped �dark
purple��.

In the fourth step, the components between the asym-
metric left and right component images are matched by
introducing the concept of DSI by the components and ap-
plying DP techniques to find the optimal path of the DSI.
“DSI by components” is defined as follows: element
DSI�i��j� of row r has no matching value if pixel p at
coordinates �r , j� in the left component image is not an
edge pixel or pixel q at coordinates (r, j-i) in the right
component image is not an edge pixel. After applying the
DP approach on this sparse DSI, every pixel in one com-
ponent in the left component image is �or is not� matched to
a pixel in one component in the right component image. A
component has several pixels, and each of them may be
matched to a particular component. The component match-
ing process is done by counting the most matched compo-
nents.

In the fifth step, the previous DSI is modified. The modi-
fication of DSI of row r is to cancel the matching value of
element DSI�i��j� if the component with pixel p at coordi-
nates �r , j� is not matched to the component with pixel q at

Fig. 3 �a� Real stereo input images “Church,” �b� component im-
ages, and �c� asymmetric component images.
coordinates �r , j− i�. DP techniques are used to get the op- W
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imal path of the modified DSI and to obtain the matched
ixel pairs of the matched component pairs. At this stage,
he GCPs are generated.

In the final step, after the GCPs are determined, they are
ut into the original DSI. The DSI is divided into several
pans based on the GCPs. Spans here represent different
bjects or different parts of an object. The DP algorithms
re applied piecewise in these spans. Figure 4 shows a ver-
ical view of a scene consisting of two horizontal bars �the
lue and red bars� for the left and the right eyes; the long
ar is behind the short one. The GCPs here are represented
s pairs of pink and orange points. The GCPs derive spans
, b, and c in the DSI. The two adjacent sides of a feature
oint of a GCP are classified into a low disparity side and a
igh disparity side. These GCPs clearly correspond to the
oreground object �high disparity sides�. The optimal paths
n low disparity sides prefer low disparity paths by using
ifferent weights to adequately restrict the three directions
n the DSI; the optimal paths on high disparity sides have to
e attached to the GCPs. These weights are fixed to all
nputs. In the experiments, the vertical matching weight
as set at 30, the diagonal matching weight was set at 60,

nd the horizontal matching weight was set at 3. In addi-
ion, the points of the optimal paths in the spans of high
isparity sides could not have larger disparities than one of
he GCPs. This constraint is satisfied if the GCPs generated
n the boundary of two objects represent the foreground
bject. Also, this condition is true when textures or colors
f these two objects are not similar to that which is com-
on for real scenes. This constraint implies that an upper

ound of the disparities on the optimal path of the high
isparity sides of the GCPs can be set.

Results
his section reports on the effectiveness of the proposed
tereo matching algorithm.

Scharstein and Szeliski17 compiled a good taxonomy of
tereo matching algorithms and implemented most of them.
heir programs can be downloaded from http://
at.middlebury.edu/stereo/code.html. They performed sev-
ral experiments on stereo matching algorithms. Their ex-
eriments analyzed the effects of different building blocks
n local and global stereo matching algorithms. In fact, the
xperiments are algorithms formed by combining or cus-
omizing various previous stereo matching algorithms.
here are two kinds of parameters in the programs of
charstein and Szeliski: independent of input data and de-
endent on input data. These parameters can be found in
he script files bundled with their programs. The programs
ere used to generate depth maps for several stereo pairs.

ig. 4 Classification of two adjacent sides of a feature point of a
CP into a low-disparity side and a high-disparity side.
e just changed the parameters, which are dependent on
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input data: the minimal disparity depth and the maximal
disparity depth. A lot of results are generated for an input so
the best two were chosen: one generated by a global algo-
rithm and the other by a local algorithm. The generated
depth maps were compared with the proposed approach.
The platform used was a laptop with a Pentium M 1.5G
CPU and 512 Mbytes of memory running the Microsoft®

Windows XP Professional OS.
The experiment compared the present approach to the

programs of Scharstein and Szeliski17,21 using data of
“Map,” “Tsukuba,” “Church,” “Classroom,” and “Tower,”
where “Map” and “Tsukuba” are synthesized stereo im-
ages; “Church,” “Classroom,” and “Tower” are real stereo
images. Table 1 shows the experimental results. In this
table, the names of experimental data are given in the first
column, the second column shows the sizes of the experi-
mental data, the computation time of the experimental data
with the proposed algorithm are shown in the third column,
and the last column shows the maximum disparities of the
experimental data. The computation time is longer for
“Church,” much longer for “Classroom,” and smaller for
“Map,” “Tsukuba,” and “Tower”. The maximum disparity
is selected manually by roughly finding the disparity on the
edge of nearest �to the view plane� objects. Also, this pa-

Table 1 Results of the test data

Stereo Image Size Time �s� Max Disparity �pixels�

“Map” 568�216 1.3 29

“Tsukuba” 768�288 2.2 20

“Church” 640�480 13.6 60

“Classroom” 640�480 56.1 130

“Tower” 640�480 4.3 20

Fig. 5 �a� Stereo input pair “Map,” �b� a depth m
map generated by a global method with parame
generated by a local approach with parameters

29.
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ameter is a user-supplied parameter in the programs of
charstein and Szeliski.17,21 In the experiments, the maxi-
um disparity for “Map” was set at 29, for “Tsukuba” at

0, for “Church” at 60, for “Classroom” at 130, and for
Tower” at 20.

Figure 5�a� shows a stereo input pair “Map,” Fig. 5�b� is
depth map generated by the proposed approach, Fig. 5�c�

s a depth map generated by a global method with param-
ters set17,21 as DPm1o20s0020, and Fig. 5�d� is a depth
ap generated by a local approach with parameters set17,21

s SAD09bt10. For the depth maps of “Map,” the proposed
lgorithm makes contours clearer than other conventional
ethods do. Figure 6�a� shows a stereo input pair

Tsukuba,” Fig. 6�b� is a depth map generated by the pro-
osed approach, Fig. 6�c� is a depth map generated by a
lobal method with parameters set17,21 as DPm1o20s0020,
nd Fig. 6�d� is a depth map generated by a local approach
ith parameters set17,21 as SAD09bt20. The depth maps of

Tsukuba” generated by the proposed method and the con-
entional methods are almost the same. Figure 7�a� shows a
eal stereo input pair “Church,” Fig. 7�b� is a depth map
enerated by the proposed approach, Fig. 7�c� is a depth
ap generated by a global method with parameters set17,21

s DPm1o20s0020, and Fig. 7�d� is a depth map generated
y a local approach with parameters set17,21 as SAD09. Fig-
re 8�a� shows a real stereo input pair “Classroom,” Fig.
�b� is a depth map generated by the proposed approach,
ig. 8�c� is a depth map generated by a global method with
arameters set17,21 as DPm1o20s0020, and Fig. 8�d� is a
epth map generated by a local approach with parameters
et17,21 as SAD09. Figure 9�a� shows a real stereo input pair
Tower,” Fig. 9�b� is a depth map generated by the pro-
osed approach, Fig. 9�c� is a depth map generated by a
lobal method with parameters set17,21 as DPm1o20s0020,
nd Fig. 9�d� is a depth map generated by a local approach
ith parameters set17,21 as SAD09. The depth maps of

Church,” “Classroom,” and “Tower” generated by the

nerated by the proposed approach, �c� a depth
t17,21 as DPm1o20s0020, and �d� a depth map

1 as SAD09bt10; the maximum disparity set at
ap ge
ters se
set17,2
May 2006/Vol. 45�5�
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present method preserves the shapes of objects well. The
algorithm also makes contours clearer than the conven-
tional methods.

5 Analysis and Discussion
We proposed an asymmetric 2+1 pass approach for stereo
matching to get a depth map from two real stereo images.

In the fourth step, the correctness of component match-
ing is heavily influenced by edge detection. After the com-
ponent matching is done, every component in the left com-
ponent image is matched to one component in the right
component image with hardly any exceptions. Thus, the
GCPs �pixel p matching pixel q� must hold that pixels p
and q are in the matched components.

For steps 4 and 5, both the component matching and the
GCP generation are done with the DSI and the DP tech-

Fig. 7 �a� Real stereo input pair “Church,” �b� a depth map gener-
ated by the proposed approach, �c� a depth map generated by a
global method with parameters set17,21 as DPm1o20s0020, and �d�
a depth map generated by a local approach with parameters set17,21

Fig. 6 �a� Stereo input pair Tsukuba, �b� a de
depth map generated by a global method with p
map generated by a local approach with parame
at 20.
as SAD09; the maximum disparity set at 60. a

Optical Engineering 057004-6
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iques. This has the advantage that the edges detected can
e more than one unit wide or not even have an edge �they
an be a region�. That is, the proposed approach does not
estrict GCPs to those edges that are only one unit wide.
his could increase the possibility of finding right GCPs
hich would make the proposed approach reliable. Be-

ides, it is efficient because of the sparseness of DSI.
For step 6, the GCPs could not simply be added onto the

isparity image for doing the DP algorithms, although they
re the trusted disparity pairs. Previous methods required
nly the optimal path on the DSI to pass through the GCPs.
n the proposed algorithm, the obtained GCPs via the com-
onent matching only correspond to the high-disparity

ig. 8 �a� Real stereo input pair “Classroom,” �b� a depth map gen-
rated by the proposed approach, �c� a depth map generated by a
lobal method with parameters set17,21 as DPm1o20s0020, and �d�
depth map generated by a local approach with parameters set17,21

p generated by the proposed approach, �c� a
ers set17,21 as DPm1o20s0020, and �d� a depth
t17,21 as SAD09bt20; the maximum disparity set
pth ma
aramet
ters se
s SAD09; the maximum disparity set at 130.
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sides. In fact, the obtained GCPs via the component match-
ing correspond only to the high-disparity sides of its two
adjacent surfaces. Thus, the adjacent sides of the GCPs are
classified into low-disparity sides and high-disparity sides.
Also, applying the DP approach piecewise is logical. Be-
cause the generated GCPs are most likely to be on the
object edges, the spans in the DSI derived by the GCPs
represent different objects or different parts of an object,
and therefore, their depths should be different. Because the
GCPs have large disparities �detected edges belong to the
front object�, the points of the optimal path in the spans of
high disparity sides have to be restricted so that they do not
have larger disparities than the GCPs.

Although the DP algorithms are used three times, the
computation time only depends on the “Max Disparity”
chosen when making the DSI. Therefore, if the maximum
disparity between the stereo images is smaller, less compu-
tation time will be needed.

6 Conclusions
An asymmetric 2+1 pass algorithm was presented for ste-
reo matching to generate a depth map from the input of two
real stereo images. The main contributions of the proposed
method are as follows: �1� a method for cutting the edges of
each component in the left component image is proposed to
obtain asymmetric left and right component images for im-
proving matching; �2� the proposed approach produces re-
liable and efficient matching for the real stereo images; �3�
the proposed algorithm has the advantage that the edges
detected can be more than one unit wide or not even have
an edge �they can be a region�, this would make the pro-
posed approach reliable, besides, it is efficient because of
the sparseness of DSI, and �4� the algorithm preserves the
shapes of objects well and it makes contours clearer than

Fig. 9 �a� Real stereo input pair “Tower,” �b� a depth map generated
by the proposed approach, �c� a depth map generated by a global
method with parameters set17,21 as DPm1o20s0020, and �d� a depth
map generated by a local approach with parameters set17,21 as
SAD09; the maximum disparity set at 20.
the other methods.

Optical Engineering 057004-7
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Even though the quality of the depth maps from the real
tereo images has been improved, there still are some er-
ors, especially in the smooth areas. Because the edge de-
ection is not perfect, not all the GCPs can be determined.
nother problem is that the depth map made with the DP

lgorithms is striated. These problems will be addressed in
uture research.
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